Inspiration Station
There are already people and businesses out there using recycled fishing
net material instead of using virgin plastic for their projects - check
these out!
Waterhaul
Eyewear &
Litter picking
kit

The Driftwood
Fish
Art

Odyssey
Innovation
Handplanes
and Kayaks

Ocean Plastic
Pots
Plant pots

DuraOcean
Outdoor
Furniture

Greta The
Great
Toy

Nona - Clothes
Pegs

Octopus
Freediving Nose Clip

Healthy Seas Socks

Ghilled
Leggings

Uplift 2 Ocean
Sculpture

The other
danish guy
Underwear

E-COMB
Surf & keys

Castaway
RopeWork
Doormat /Dog
Toys

Plastic@bay
Coasters

Nurdle
Phone cases

North Sea
Rejects
Bracelets/
keyrings

Nomads
Surf Board
Fins

Blue Juice
Studio-

Davy J
Swimwear

Jewelry

Zoe
Sherwood-

Little Devon
Wax Pot

Jewelry

Ghost net
prawn artwork

Download the Fish and Click app to contribute to science!

Behaviour
Change
Cornwall
Bottle openers,
decorative
buoys and
keyrings/jewel
ry.
Ecotribelife
Plant pots,
carabiners and
vases

Follow us on the socials!

https://indigo-interregproject.eu/en/

Waterhaul
We founded Waterhaul as frustrated marine conservationists - every
winter our beaches were inundated with ghost gear and we were
finding lines and offcuts daily. Our pile of collected nets grew and
grew (as did our neighbours' disapproval of the smell) which
motivated us towards a solution. We partnered with several mechanical
recycling facilities to process various forms of end-of-life fishing gear, and
produced our first pair of sunglasses in 2018.
Location: Cornwall.

Sunglasses/eyewear
Made from 100% recycled polypropylene trawl nets and lines.

Recycled Ocean Plastic litter picker

A folding litter picker with the handle, trigger
recycled

Recycled Adventure Knife

Our adventure knife is made from 100%

and jaw components made from 100% recycled
polypropylene fishing gear.

gill nets with an Italian blade.

Nurdle
Provide a service of clean ups to councils, industry and private companies who are facing
problems with microplastics or accidentally spill plastic pellets into the environment and they
fund community beach clean ups from the sale of their products made from the microplastics
they collect on the beach. They have three tools to help clean up ; a Trommel, micro plastic
Vacuums and a large machine to remove microplastics from the beaches.

Phone Cases
These phone cases are made from the
microplastics that Nurdle have recovered
from the natural environment using our
three tools and machines.
A not for profit, all of the proceeds from
sales directly fund further cleanup.They
are engraved with the exact location
where we collected them.

“We incentivise the circular economy to ensure they never become waste again, by providing a
buyback scheme where we guarantee to repurpose these cases into new products”.

Ocean Plastic Pots

Ocean plastic pots were founded from Ally Mitchell’s
passion to help turn the tide on the large volume of plastic found in our seas, causing grave
harm to the future of our planet. Ally, a commercial diver has first hand experienced the
detrimental impact that plastic waste is having on
the oceans and marine life.
Our collection Programme
We recycle Rope and Fishing Net collected at
Dunbar Harbour near Edinburgh and from beach
clean ups.
Manufacturing in Scotland, with rope and fishing
net diverts waste from landfill and prevents it from
entering the sea.
Our pots can be recycled again, creating a circular
economy and a Co2 saving.

Visit the website

NONA

NONA uses polypropylene (PP) maritime ropes to create our clothespins, while recovered nets,
made from HDPE, are processed for other recycled plastic products.

●

●

This ultra-durable, recycled ocean
plastic clothespin is not only
preventatively eco-friendly and
socially responsible, its sturdy,
mono-form shape is practically
unbreakable.
Built to withstand exposure to
extreme weather and prolonged
sunlight, NONA has no moving parts,
is durable, dependable, and
long-lasting. If it doesn’t outlast you,
just recycle it at the end of its life.

Made from material from Plastix
-A portion of each sale goes directly to
eXXpedition, a not-for-profit organization
studying and solving plastic pollution across
the globe; and Ghost Fishing UK, a team that
works with and encourages fisherman to
actively report lost or discarded nets in the
ocean for retrieval, redistribution, and
recycling.

Ghilled

Ghillied recycled leggings are designed to
last the long term, and manufactured in the
UK for maximum quality. Our fabric is super
durable and is created from recycled fishing
nets, carpet samples and other nylon waste.

All of our leggings are designed in Scotland, and
hand made in small batches in London. This
ensures we have the lowest possible carbon
footprint from our production process. Our base
raw material is made from recycled fishing nets
and other sea waste including industrial plastic,
and carpet samples. Each pair of leggings we sell
is literally made of the outdoors!

ECOMB
The ecomb is a surfboard wax comb that is
made out of 100% reclaimed fishing nets from
the fishing industry that would have either gone
to land fill or even worse potentially ended in
our beautiful oceans as ghost nets.

Manufactured at a small company in the Southwest of England, any waste that is
produced goes straight back into the process creating a closed loop system. Think of
when you are making pasties and you reuse the leftover pastry for jam tarts. Nothing goes
to waste and as a bonus we get some really cool colours doing this, which can be
purchased in our Tie Dye range!

Uplift2Ocean
Uplift 2.0 creates a mesmerising, never-ending spiral that
inspires you to unwind, as it gracefully turns the sun's power
into a hypnotic flowing motion.
The limited edition spiral is made from an industrially purified
stream of waste fishing nets, sourced from the Hake
Fisheries in Cornwall, England

Octopus Freediving

A New version of our iconic classic nose
clip, created through a collaboration with
the startup "Fil & Fab '' recycling old fishing
nets collected along the northern coast of
France. The structure contains 100%
recycled fishing nets, without any
additives. Our crash tests show that it is
as robust as our standard models. In
addition, the leash is made of cotton
instead of nylon rope.

The Driftwood Fish
A lifelong beachcomber, Rachel White has created intricate,
uniquely contemplative pieces of assemblage art from found
objects sourced during her beachcombing walks along Dorset’s
beautiful Jurassic Coast. Established in 2011, her brand is known as ‘DriftwoodFish’.
As ‘DriftwoodFish’ Rachel’s work sells internationally, with a particularly large client
base in the US. Her artworks with recycled fishing nets was exhibited at the ADEX
Ocean Expo 2019, Singapore.
Rachel’s ocean debris (ocean
plastic and ‘ghost net’) pieces
carry a 10% donation of proceeds
to the Marine Conservation
Society (MCS) to help combat the
ongoing issue of ocean pollution.
Rachel’s Instagram account
@driftwoodfish features many
images of her past and present
art.

Shop ---->

Little Devon Wax Pot - Shrimp
Made using ghost nets and fishing wire that are found
washed up along the coast of North Devon. Also used in
the making of this prawn are plastic nurdles, plastic
sweet wrappers and a bead.

Available online or in Ilfracombe
shop.

Colette Davies - Fibre Artist
An artist and maker of contemporary baskets rooted in and inspired by traditional techniques.
Work includes baskets and other woven artworks which I create in my garden studio
at home in The Wye Valley, Monmouthshire, Wales. I have a particular interest in using plant fibres
that I either gather in my local environment or grow myself.

I value the connection with nature, materials and the changing cycles of the seasons this brings.
I enjoy combining these natural fibres with found repurposed synthetic marine debris which I collect
from local Welsh beaches. By repurposing the found materials of the endless plastic pollution of
humanity and exploring the juxtaposition between the synthetic and the natural I hope to raise

awareness of this ongoing issue.

Lawfretom - Recycled Art Gower Peninsula
Quirky Recycled Gower Searope Wall Hanging /mixed Media ART.
Recycled Sea rope Wall Hanging (ready to hang).
The Net and rope is Collected From Gower Peninsula beaches while
walking my dogs
This work is very time consuming each piece takes approximately 40/45
hrs .
Made in the beautiful GOWER Peninsula
Collecting this net also helps save sea-life who get caught up in it in our
oceans

Castaway Ropeworks
Bespoke handmade items made from discarded
fishing gear also known as ghost gear recovered
from Cornish beaches.
A family from Hayle have
been turning ocean waste
from local beaches and
recycling them into different
products.
Adam Collins, along with his
wife Amy and two young
children Morgan and Drake,
are part of Castaway Rope
Works and have been doing
their bit to reduce the amount
of marine plastic and ghost
gear washing up on our
Cornish shores.

Doormatts, dog toys, key rings, dog leashes, bowls, garlands.
Available to order online via facebook (QR CODE)
Or In select stores in Cornwall

Plastic@Bay
P@B was co-founded by Julien and Joan,
both have an academic background in
geosciences, and share a love for nature , especially the
oceans. We officially became a Community Interest
Company in January 2018. In March 2019, our Beach
Rangers started patrolling and cleaning beaches around
Durness.

Our objectives are threefold,
remediation, research and outreach;
to remove plastic pollution from our
beaches, research innovative ways to
recycle and reuse marine plastic, and
educate communities about the
devastating, long lasting effects of
plastic pollution. All the while
carrying out primary field research to
help better understand how plastic
moves through our environment.
Profits from the sale of recycled
goods are put directly back into
funding beach cleans, outreach
projects and research programmes.
The Plastic Lab is a pilot scheme in the Highlands, once established we hope to
transfer the knowledge and skills we have gathered on plastic pollution to other
rural communities.

Greta the Great
“I want my children and future grandchildren to have beautiful, healthy oceans they
can swim in safely, and I want to be proud of the planet that I pass on to them. So, I've
created Greta the Great™ - a playful solution to plastic pollution.” - Founder Claire.
● Made from 98.5% recycled fishing nets
● Waterproof turtle toy ideal for bath/water play
● Abstract character design to encourage children’s imagination
● Lightweight and unique shape suitable for small hands
● BPA & heavy metal free
● Manufactured in the UK

Returnable at end of life - When you're finished with Greta the
Great™, rather than disposing of her, let us perform a little plastic

surgery to give her a new life. We'll be offering a return service so that we can reuse
the materials to create new playful objects.

DuraOcean
DuraOcean® is an innovative product development fully
recycled and recyclable that is breaking new ground by
utilising recycled maritime plastic, setting the benchmark for
sustainable material usage and design.

Not only are the raw materials taken from recycled marine plastic, but the entire chairs
and tables can be disassembled and recycled once again at the end of its lifecycle.
The majority of the plastic is sourced from industrial ropes, which also provide the
standard green DuraOcean® colour. We are continuously working to deliver more
colours, all without compromise to the recycled material and further recyclability of
the chair.

The other danish guy
We work with ECONYL® and use ECONYL® yarn to turn recycled nylon
into the most comfortable panties in the world.

Nylon 6 waste is collected from all over the world and sent to the
ECONYL® waste treatment plant in Slovenia. ECONYL®'s own
recycling program cooperates with local waste management systems
and authorities.

Depolymerization - the miracle of
100% regeneration -Unlike the
traditional mechanical method, the
chemical recycling method allows the
removal of contaminants from the

raw material completely, i.e. the end product is like new 100% pure nylon.

Healthy Seas Initiative -Healthy Sea Socks
Healthy Seas was founded in 2013 to tackle the ghost
fishing phenomenon which is responsible for the needless
death of marine animals. Through cleanups with volunteer
divers and by working with stakeholders of the fishing
sector toward marine litter prevention, we collect waste
nets and ensure they become a valuable resource.

Part of the profit of Healthy Seas Socks is donated to the Healthy Seas initiative -using
this money for prevention, education, and the continuous
recovery of old fishing nets. Since 2013 Healthy Seas initiative

has already recovered more than 510.000 kilo fishing nets.

Odyssey Innovation - Handplanes
Our handplanes are the result of several workshops

involving both the surfing and
conservationist community for
eco-conscious wave lovers across the
globe. The board allows the user full body
contact making him/her at one with the
wave in the purest of ways! Whether their
first time catching a wave or a pro looking
for the next tube to ride, this handplane
packs some serious fun -if speed, long
rides and good vibes is what they’re
looking for.
➔ Locally made in the South West, UK
➔ 100% recycled marine plastic collected through odyssey Innovation’s Net Regeneration
Scheme
➔ 100% recyclable through our Marine Regeneration Scheme
➔ Made from Odyssey Innovation’s Neo Re-Prene Wetsuit Recycling Initiative

➔ No proficiency required
➔ Supports behavioural change amongst the fishing community by
inspiring a ‘waste to resource’ attitude
➔ Supports behavioural change amongst consumers and retailers by
offering a unique, circular economy designed product

Every handplane contains the equivalent of approx. 129 bottle tops
and can be recycled several times over through our recycling initiative.

